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Act Now to Make Gifts at a Low 35% Federal Gift Tax Rate  
By Richard Franklin and Virginia McArthur 
 

 
With 2010 drawing to a close and Congress thus far having failed to address gift and estate taxes,1 we suggest that 
you consider taking advantage (or at least attempting to do so) of this year’s 35% gift tax rate by giving property to 
children or perhaps to a trust for the benefit of your spouse and descendants.  In historical terms, the maximum gift 
tax rate has not been at or below 35% since 1934.2  This memorandum outlines several strategies for consideration. 
 
 

Straight Gift 

Suppose that John gives assets of $1 million to each of his children, Mary and Peter ($2 million total).3   

 Benefit of Lower 2010 35% Rate 

Assuming John has already used all of his $1 million gift tax exemption (for simplicity of discussion), he 
would have a gift tax liability of $700,000 due on April 15, 2011.  This assumes that this year’s 35% gift tax 
rate is applicable.  If a 45% gift tax rate were applicable, such as that in effect last year, the tax would be 
$900,000.  Just this rate differential produces a savings of $200,000.  Unless Congress changes the law, next 
year the maximum gift tax rate will be 55% and the savings of the proposed gift this year at 35% will be even 
larger. 

 Benefit of Saving Estate Taxes on Future Income and Growth 

After the gift, the income and growth on this $2 million of assets would belong to Mary and Peter.  
Therefore, the future income and growth escape estate taxes upon John’s death. 

 Benefit of Gift Taxes being Cheaper than Estate Taxes 

There is also an important distinction between the way gift taxes and estate taxes work.  One of the purposes 
of the gift tax is to raise revenue for the government early – i.e., earlier than upon the death of the taxpayer.  
To entice taxpayers into paying early, Congress offers to all taxpayers this option: if the taxpayer is willing to 
make a taxable gift, gift tax is paid only on the value of the gift.  Gift tax is not paid on the funds used to pay 

                                                        
1 Under the law as it stands currently, in 2010, there is a one-year hiatus from the Federal estate and generation-skipping 

transfer (“GST”) taxes, and in 2011, the taxes will return as prescribed under 1997 law (e.g., a $1 million estate tax 
exemption, $1,340,000 GST tax exemption, and a maximum rate of 55%).  The Federal gift tax is not suspended for 
2010, but the maximum gift tax rate drops to 35% for gifts made this year.  In 2011, the Federal gift tax is scheduled to 
return to the pre-2001 rates, the maximum of which is 55%.  It is possible that Congress will act to reinstate the 
estate and GST taxes retroactively to January 1st of this year.  If Congress does retroactively reinstate the 
taxes, the reinstatement would likely be at 2009 levels ($1,000,000 gift tax exemption, $3,500,000 estate and 
GST exemptions, and a 45% maximum rate), but could be enacted with different exemption amounts and tax 
rates. 

2 See Joulfain, The Federal Gift Tax: History, Law, and Economics, Table 1, Department of the Treasury, Office of Tax 
Analysis (Nov. 2007). 

3 For purposes of this analysis, we have assumed that John has used his gift tax exemption on other transfers and that he 
is in the highest gift and estate tax bracket. 

http://www.treas.gov/offices/tax-policy/library/ota100.pdf
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the gift tax.  That is, in the example above, gift tax does not have to be paid on the $700,000.  This amount, 
the gift tax monies, escapes transfer taxation.  Estate tax attorneys refer to the gift tax as being “tax 
exclusive.” 

In contrast, the estate tax is referred to as being “tax inclusive.”  Upon John’s death, estate taxes have to be 
paid on his entire taxable estate including the funds paid to the government as estate taxes.  For example, 
assume John’s taxable estate is valued at $3,636,363 and that the $2 million of assets that could be given to 
Mary and Peter are included in that total value.  Assuming the existence of an estate tax such as that 
applicable last year, the estate tax would be $1,636,363 ($3,636,363 x .45 = $1,636,363).  The total estate value 
of $3,636,3634 less the tax of $1,636,363 equals $2 million.  Therefore, to pass the $2 million of assets upon 
death costs substantially more because estate taxes are paid on the portion of the estate that is used to pay 
estate taxes to the government. 

Of course, Congress recognizes that the gift tax option is a good one.  As you can imagine, they don’t want 
everyone making gifts on their deathbed to obtain the tax exclusive feature of the gift tax.  To prevent this, 
there is a rule that the taxpayer has to survive for three years from the date of the gift to benefit from this 
advantage.  If the taxpayer dies within three years of the gift, the amount paid in gift taxes is added to the 
taxable estate value upon death and estate taxes have to be paid on the amount paid in gift taxes.  However, if 
John survives for 3 years from the date of the gift, estate taxes are avoided on the funds used to pay the gift 
tax (i.e., no estate tax on the $700,000). 

 Benefit of Savings State Estate Taxes 

If John is a resident of the District of Columbia or Maryland, there is another benefit to the proposed gift 
planning.  Neither DC nor Maryland imposes a gift tax in addition to the Federal gift tax, but both 
jurisdictions impose separate estate taxes in addition to the Federal estate tax.  This means that gifts during 
John’s lifetime would avoid the DC or Maryland estate tax, without being subject to a similar DC or Maryland 
gift tax.  Virginia and many other states such as California, Florida, Texas, and Wyoming do not impose either 
a separate gift or estate tax in addition to the Federal gift and estate taxes.5 

 Estimated Savings of Proposed Gift Planning 

What are the estimated savings from making this proposed gift?  That depends.6 

                                                        
4 If John were a resident of DC or Maryland, an even larger total estate would be needed to net $2 million because the 
DC and Maryland estate taxes would increase the total estate tax liability.   

5 In case you are wondering, yes, moving from DC or Maryland across the Potomac River to the Commonwealth of 
Virginia would result in a lower estate tax bill.  In a large estate, the savings from changing domicile would be about 
8.8%.  This assumes that the Federal estate tax law once again becomes similar to the law in effect during 2009. 

6 One potential risk to the gift planning is that if John dies in a period of estate tax repeal, total transfer taxes will have 
been increased as a result of implementing the proposed gifts.  Alternatively, Congress could change the gift tax rates 
or the estate tax rates in the future to be lower than this year’s 35% gift tax rate.  Yet another risk is that the values of 
the assets given decline.  If the values decline significantly, hindsight may show that paying estate taxes even at a 45% 
rate on the lower values would result in a lower overall tax liability.   

  Generally, for income tax purposes, Mary and Peter take the assets they are given with the same income tax basis as 
John had, except that the income tax basis in the assets given are increased by the amount of the gift tax paid.  If John 
gives appreciated assets, the potential capital gain is transferred to Mary and Peter.  Therefore, giving cash or higher 
basis assets is preferred since such gifts would likely provide Mary and Peter with greater economic benefits net of 
income taxes.   
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 The savings would be about $200,000, if the gift tax rate of 35% sticks and John dies within 3 years.  
This assumes a 45% estate tax rate is applicable upon John’s death.  The savings would be a little 
more if next year’s scheduled 55% estate tax rate is applicable upon John’s death.  If John were a DC 
or Maryland resident, the savings could be as much as $361,000.  (The exact amount depends on the 
total size of the estate.)  The savings are higher because of also avoiding the DC or Maryland estate 
tax on the $2 million gift (and these jurisdictions do not impose a gift tax). 

 There would be no significant savings, if the gift tax rate is retroactively reinstated to be 45% for 
2010, John dies within 3 years, and the estate tax rate is then 45%.  If John were a DC or Maryland 
resident, however, there would still be savings of up to $176,000. 

 The savings would be about $200,000 if the gift tax rate is retroactively reinstated to be 45% for 
2010, John dies within 3 years, and the estate tax rate is then 55%.  If John were a DC or Maryland 
resident, the savings increase to as much as $361,000. 

 The savings would be about $515,000, if the 35% gift tax rate sticks, John survives for 3 years after 
the gift, and the estate tax rate is then 45%.  If John were a DC or Maryland resident, the savings 
would be up to $737,600. 

In each case, some savings may result from the future income and growth on the $2 million of assets not 
being included in John’s estate anymore, thereby allowing these funds to escape estate tax upon John’s death. 

Net Gift Planning 

Another alternative is to structure the proposed gift as a so-called “net gift.”  A net gift occurs when the 
donor gives property on the condition that the donee pay the gift tax.  If John gave the same $2 million of 
assets to Mary and Peter on a net gift basis, Mary and Peter would pay $518,519 in gift taxes and keep the 
remaining value of $1,481,481.  Under this alternative, John only gives the $2 million of assets and is not also 
out of pocket the gift taxes.  Mary and Peter would fund the gift tax payment, which is reduced by $181,481 
as compared to the first alternative (of course, at the cost of a smaller gift).  Mary and Peter can also be 
responsible for paying any estate taxes on the gift taxes if John dies within 3 years of the gift. 

Formula Gift 

Another alternative is to attempt to use a formula under which the gift would only be made to the extent the 
35% rate is applicable.  After all, the idea is to take advantage of the 35% rate that is applicable this year.  It is 
possible, however, that Congress will act to reinstate a 45% gift tax retroactively to January 1st of this year.  
For example, a formula gift provision might provide as follows: 

I hereby irrevocably transfer [$2 million of assets], assigning that portion of such assets 
which is subject to Federal gift taxes at a rate no higher than 35 percent, as finally 
determined for Federal gift and estate tax purposes, to Mary and Peter, and assigning all 
other portion of such transfer to the John 2010 GRAT.7 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

  Mary and Peter’s basis for purposes of determining a loss is subject to a less favorable rule.  If John’s basis in the 
assets at the time of the gift exceeds their fair market value, the basis to Mary and Peter is reduced to the fair 
market value of the assets.  Therefore, giving assets with a built in loss is usually not preferred. 

7 The Grantor Retained Annuity Trust (GRAT) would be a new trust created for the special purpose of working with 
this formula clause.  This trust would remain unfunded unless Congress reinstates the 45% gift tax.  For background 
information on GRATs see our Estate Tax Strategies memo entitled Grantor Retained Annuity Trust (GRAT).  Other 
alternatives to a GRAT exists. 

http://www.mcarthurlaw.com/_pdfs/GRATs.pdf
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The portion transferred to the GRAT would be designed to not cause gift taxation.  This acts as a relief valve to 
eliminate gift taxation if Congress retroactively increases the gift tax rate above 35%.  The formula gift could also be 
combined with the net gift feature, so that in all events John would only be out of pocket the assets given. 

This formula approach is based on several recent court cases.  In Petter v. Comm’r,8 a mother sold a block of interests 
in an LLC to an irrevocable trust, allocating the first $4,085,190 of the interests to an irrevocable trust in exchange 
for a 20-year promissory note and allocating the balance of the interests (the excess value) to charity.  The IRS 
argued that the interests subject to the transfers were substantially more valuable than $4,085,190 and that the 
mother made a deemed gift of the excess value.  The IRS also argued that the formula allocation clause giving the 
excess value to charity should be ignored because it violated public policy and frustrated the enforcement of the gift 
tax because it removed any incentive for the IRS to audit the gift tax return to ensure accurate valuation.  The court 
held that the formula allocation clause did not violate public policy and allowed a gift tax charitable deduction in the 
year of the original transfer for the excess value that ultimately passed to the charity based on values as finally 
determined for gift tax purposes.  While in this case the excess value was given to a charity and thereby qualified for 
the charitable gift tax deduction, the same general rationale should be applicable when the excess value is given to a 
GRAT. 

In Petter, the taxpayer argued that various types of formula clauses are specifically allowed in the regulations, 
such as the gift tax regulations that allow a formula disclaimer of a fractional amount with a numerator that is 
“the smallest amount which will allow A’s estate to pass free of Federal estate tax and the denominator is the 
value of the residuary estate.”  The IRS argued that all of these instances of allowing formula clauses involve 
situations where money passing under the formula will not escape taxation (i.e., money passing by the marital 
deduction will be taxed when the spouse dies).  In Petter, the IRS fussed over the excess amount passing to a 
charity and thereby escaping taxation.  When using a GRAT in a formula clause as proposed here, 100% of 
any amount passing to the GRAT, plus interest, would need to be paid back to the creator of the GRAT (i.e., 
John) and subject to taxation when the creator dies.  Therefore, we would argue that the IRS should not be 
concerned with using a GRAT in a formula clause. 

The risk with the formula clause is that, despite the foregoing reasoning, the IRS might be able to sustain an 
argument that it violates public policy.  In that case, John would be considered to have made a taxable gift of 
the whole amount – i.e., the same as the alternatives of a straight gift or net gift. 
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DISCLAIMER: This material is not intended to constitute a complete analysis of all tax or legal 
considerations.  This material is not intended to provide financial, tax, legal, accounting, or other professional 
advice.  Consult with your professional adviser to obtain counsel based on your individual circumstances.  
 
U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Any tax advice contained in this 
communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for 
the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service or by any other 
taxing authority; or (b) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction, 
arrangement, or other matter addressed herein. 

                                                        

8 T.C. Memo. 2009-280 (Dec. 7, 2009). 
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